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With the rapid development of China's economy, people's living and industrial water consumption has
increased significantly, and the resulting sewage discharge has also increased. At present, the source of
sewage generation is widely distributed, the discharge time is not fixed, and there are many indicators for
monitoring and monitoring of sewage. Traditional solutions have problems such as long collection period,
large number of evaluation indicators, high dimension, and low system processing efficiency. In view of the
above problems, this topic, based on an in-depth analysis of the characteristics of waste water data, combined
with big data processing technology, researched and implemented a pollution index analysis system based on
big data. On the basis of reducing the sewage data dimension, the k-means clustering algorithm is used to
enhance the clustering effect of sewage big data, and the main over-standard value of waste water is clarified.
The reference values of waste water treatment in this paper are COD, TN, TP, NH3-N. The IBR biological
treatment process is selected to treat the sewage and the treatment results are obtained.

1. Introduction
Big data usually refers to a collection of information that generates too tremendously to be processed,
analyzed and managed with the commonly used software in a timely manner. It is a new technology system
for collecting, storing, analyzing, managing, mining and applying the huge mass of data (Jezowski et al.,
2003). The sewage treatment process is a relatively complex project, in which, the applications of Big data will
have more outstanding features than in other fields such as finance, electricity and biology. (Flores et al.,
2015) Today, dramatically emerged computer technologies have ushered the human society into the new
information era. In particular, with the digital technology, plenty of the knowledge and experience accumulated
by human activities and social development have been heaped up into massive data resources, growing
explosively in their species and scales. Today, the computer system is usually used to supervise the operation
status of the sewage treatment process, and as necessary, it periodically collecs the system variables and the
status of individual nodes to ensure a normal operation, display or control. Plenty of repetitive and redundant
data are required for measuring, so that there is a huge mass of data in the long run. (Ali, 2014; Amir et al.,
2016) Various variables for sewage treatment system are changed in real time in order to keep dynamic
balance in the system. The measurements of these variables as changed can underlie an effective prediction
for the system operation status and trends. There are data about normal operation, various abnormal
conditions and fault status in the sewage treatment system, which are no doubt the key to the normal
operation of sewage treatment system. Complex hydrodynamic properties also reward us a more complex
biochemical effect. Different meteorological and soil conditions will interact with various boundary conditions in
the water cycle process. Under the effect of human activities, there are quite different information about social
water system. In the real world, the natural and the social water systems are intertwined and interact each
other, greatly exacerbating the complexity of data. (Malghani et al., 2013; Mamais et al., 2015). Due to the
dispersion of water resources in the spatial distribution, the dynamics in the temporal distribution, and the
chronicity of the replacement cycle, the management of water system data is interdisciplinary an integrated.
(Mona et al., 2011; Asgher, 2012) The complexity of the whole operation system diversifies the degrees and
speeds of changes in various variables, resulting in different frequencies for collecting the signals, further in
the asynchronism of data acquisition. In the process of data logging, multiple time-scale and incompleteness
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may cause partial data loss, resulting in the data incompleteness. Urban water system is dynamic in temporal
and spatial distribution, and regenerative in the process of circulation. For the features of big data, see Figure
1.

Figure 1: Big data feature

2. Experiments
2.1 Cloud platform for sewage treatment big data
The big data cloud platform for sewage treatment system mainly uses remote data acquisition device to timely
collect and transmit data about the sewage treatment system, and the data transmission device to timely
upload data to the cloud platform for management, wherein the remote data acquisition devices used here
mainly include the industrial standard online and wireless sensors. It includes a variety of data analysis and
treatment models, where appropriate indicator and standard limits can be set for sewage treatment system
(Klangjorhor et al., 2014; Crini, et al., 2018). The platform can also automatically classify, aggregate, compare
and analyze uploaded data, and then transmit the results to the client customers to realize real-time
supervision and management on the sewage treatment status.
2.2 Building the cloud system
The system architecture includes five layers, i.e. data sensing layer, data aggregation layer, network
interconnection layer, big data intelligent processing layer and data display layer, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Sewage treatment cloud system mode
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2.3 Sewage over standard algorithm
Up till now, there is still single indicator for testing sewage water quality, and in accordance with the
international standards, it can only be judged whether a single indicator exceeds the standard limits. The
national standard only specifies the value that a certain indicator exceeds the standard, but does not specifies
which limits the individual indicator is allowed to exceed the standards. The limit of excessive discharge for a
factory involves not only certain indicator, but also the number of indicators that exceed the standards. Given
that the division of the factory's excessive discharge limits is fuzzy and complicated, this paper intends to use
the data mining clustering algorithm to conduct a cluster analysis on the limits of plant’s pollution discharge
standard. (Mamais et al., 2015)
2.3.1 Building the clustering model
Clustering refers to the classification of a class of things with greater similarity in the database. The distance
between individuals classified into the specific category is closer, while the distance between individuals in
different categories is too wide. The relationship between data in clustering analysis is described using the
eigenvector distance between individuals. It is an important part of unsupervised learning method (Ali, 2014).
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Figure 3: Flowchart of k-means cluster analysis algorithm
2.3.2 Principle of cluster analysis
Step 1: Select a certain distance as the measure between samples
The search process of the k-means clustering algorithm is limited to a part of all possible partition spaces. If
the sample similarity between individual classes is very low, the k-means algorithm can often achieve a good
result. Otherwise, the clusters should be further subdivided. It is possible to obtain a local rather than a global
minimum solution for the scoring function because of the algorithm convergence (Crini et al., 2018).
Step 2: Selection criteria function
The k-means clustering algorithm is subjected to the selected similarity measures, among which, the
commonly used similarity measure applies the sum-of-squared error criterion function to improve the
clustering performance. Let the set

s = {x1, x 2, ⋅⋅⋅ xn}

(1)

Which represent n points.

C1 , C2 ,, Ck
Which represent k different partition sets, then satisfy

(2)
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C 1 ≠ ∅, i = 1, 2, ⋅⋅⋅, k

(3)

ci ∩ cj = ∅, i = 1, 2, ⋅⋅⋅, k , j = 1, 2, ⋅⋅⋅, k

(4)

k

 ci = s

(5)

i =1

From

{x1, x 2, ⋅⋅⋅ xn}

(6)

Randomly select k points Cl, C2, ..., Ck as the center point of the k cluster sets.
② The division is performed with Cl, C2, ..., Ck as the center point.

Xi − cj < Xi − cm , m = 1, 2, ⋅⋅⋅, k ; j = 1, 2, ⋅⋅⋅, k

(7)

If so, it will be divided into set C.
③ Calculation criterion function - square error function:
This algorithm attempts to find the k partitions that minimize the value of the squared error function. When
the resulting clusters are dense, and the clusters are distinct between clusters, it works particularly well
Then the sum-of-squared error criterion function is calculated by the formula:
k

E =  Xi ⊂Cj Xi − cj

2

(8)

i =1

Step3: Center of new cluster

c1* , c2* , ⋅⋅⋅, ck*

(9)

After the first iteration, the average error is better improved. Since the cluster center does not change during
the two iterations, the iterative process is stopped and the algorithm is terminated (Lizarralde et al., 2015).

ci* =

1
 Xj, j = 1, 2, ⋅⋅⋅, k
n j =1

(10)

With the cluster analysis, the out-of-limit test module in the sewage treatment process uses the appropriate
test model where there are three types of inputs. The first type is the sewage indicator value measured
directly, and the second type is the output of the sewage indicator test module, i.e. individual complex
indicator measurements. The third type is the criterion for the determination of the out-of-limit extent,
calculated by the improved k-means clustering model for sewage treatment system as described in Chapter 3.
With the well-established out-of-limit test model, it is possible to determine the current sewage out-of-limit
extent and output the final results (Ali 2014).

3. IBR sewage treatment process
Take data from practical sewage treatment process in a plant in recent two years as an example, the
clustering analysis is carried out for the out-of-limit extent. In this process, assume 3 values k are specified,
that is, it is required to divide the sewage out-of-limit extent into minor, medium, and critical levels. The COD
indicator in the sewage treatment process represents a moderately polluted state, so that we choose the IBR
biological treatment process for sewage. (Mamais et al., 2015)
The IBR biological treatment process (see Figure 4) is a cyclically activated sludge process that integrates
anaerobic, anoxic, aerobic reactions and precipitation. It also has the advantages of a continuous flow
activated sludge process divided by space and an intermittent activated sludge process divided by time
interval. Compared with the former, the latter leaves out the external reflux of sludge, thus saving operating
energy consumption and reducing processing facilities and investment. Multiple levels of A/A/O are formed in
the reaction pool by adjusting the aeration-to-stop ratio to maximize the nitrogen and phosphorus removal
(Asgher, 2012).
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Figure 4: IBR biological processing technology flow
Table 1: IBR operation effect (mg/L)
Index
Effluent

COD

TN

TP

NH3-N

Maximum

185

43

5

39

Minimum value

117

29

3

23

Standard deviation

20

4

0.8

5

Maximum

63

33

2

8

Minimum value

29

117

1

3

IBR
effluent

Standard deviation

7

2

0.3

1

IBR removal rate (%)

72

44

63

78
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Figure 5: Average IBR Effect
The water quality of COD and TN, NH3-N can reach the first Classes A and B standard, respectively. since
the influent COD and NH3-N are inherently low, and the aeration rate is sufficient and the sludge load is lower.
Therefore, COD and TN, NH3-N can get a better effluent quality. Due to insufficient carbon source, TP cannot
well fit the bill of the Class B standard as expected by the IBR process. This is because the nitrogen removal
effect is not very good, which thus results in a bad removal effect of phosphorus.

4. Conclusion
This paper establishes a big data sewage treatment management cloud platform, uses K-Means algorithm
cluster analysis to calculate the main over-standard value of wastewater, and finally removes COD efficiently
through IBR sewage treatment process, and the removal effect of nitrogen and phosphorus is also good. At
the same time, IBR/constructed wetland has the advantages of low energy consumption, good treatment
effect, low investment and land area. After normal operation, combined with laboratory operation, COD, TN
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NH3-N can reach Grade A emission standard when water temperature, water volume is low and influent
nitrogen and phosphorus content is high, and TP can reach Level 1 emission. standard. For the problem that
TP is difficult to meet the standard, a materialized strengthening method can be adopted.
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